A LAB
TO FIT YOUR BUDGET

The latest addition to Sony Learning Systems' complete products is the LLC-8A, 40-position Instructor's Control Panel for use in low-cost labs.

This panel joins the other available models (LLC-1000, LLC-7 and LLC-11) to offer an added choice of control console when buying a lab on a limited budget.

Another product of Sony's total-system engineering, the LLC-8A offers their usual reliability and ease of operation. Can be used with a selection of recorders or booth amplifiers.

For more information call your Sony Learning Systems Dealer or

SONY LEARNING SYSTEMS
NATIONAL DISTRIBUTOR
educational electronics corporation
213 NORTH CEDAR • INGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIA 90301 • (213) 677-8167
An Original Language Lab Manufacturer Still Operating Under Its Same Name

Retractable Overhead Headset Storage Systems

Choice of Cassette, Reel Turntable & AM/FM Radio Lesson Sources

Choice of up to 6 Lesson Channels for up to 64 Students

Wired-In Systems

DIGICALL Wireless with Monitor-Intercom

Listen to lesson. Hear own response. Monitor/Intercom from console. All without wires.

Fleetwood Inc. Zeeland, MI 49464 • Phone 616/772-4693
FAST . . . INEXPENSIVE . . .
BUILT TO LAST

After careful evaluation of the capabilities and performance of various tape duplicating systems, over 10,000 users all over the world have selected pentagon equipment.

The "System 1100" provides the user with exceptional versatility and state of the art design for high (16x) speed cassette duplication. Begin with the cassette to cassette module... and add the reel master unit, or additional cassette slaves or reel slaves as required. An 11 slave position system will produce up to 4660 (30 minute) cassette or reel copies per day.

Some great features: Lighted push button controls, End of tape sensing, Synchronous drive, Die-cast "Stabilign" head mounts, Track select, Automatic rewind on masters, Automatic cue, Accutrack metering, Exclusive patented braking system, Individual channel controls, Designed to protect master tapes.

PENTAGON

World Headquarters
4751 North Olson
Chicago, ILL 60666
(312) 867-9200
TLX 25-3068
Toll Free 1-800-621-3867
Telex Communications, Inc. is a primary manufacturer of educational audio visual products, including Language Labs. Over the years, the on-the-job performance record of these language lab products has earned Telex an enviable reputation for quality and integrity. They are developed and produced in the U.S.A., and are sold, installed and serviced by local factory-trained and authorized Telex Language Lab dealers.

Write for exciting details.

TELEX COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
9800 Aldrich Ave. So., Minneapolis, MN 55420 U.S.A.
Europe: 22, rue de la Légion-d'Honneur, 93200 St. Denis, France.